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This paper consists of two parts. Part 1 is the second chapter in the paper, and
to study the existence of an initial trace of nonnegative solutions for the following
problem
ut − div(| ▽ um|p−2 ▽ um) + uq = 0 in QT = Ω × (0, T ),
we prove that the initial trace is an outer regular Borel measure which may not
be locally bounded for some values of parameters p,q and m. We study also the
corresponding Cauchy problems with a given generalized Borel measure as initial
data.
The second part is devided into two chapters, it’s main aim is to study the
global solutions to 1-d compressible Navier-Stokes equations, and it is organized as
follows:
In Chapter 2, we introduce the second boundary value problem for the com-
pressible Navier-Stokes equations in the half space. We also prove the existence of
global solutions when u+ ≥ 0, and the method we used is the basic energy eatimate
and the continuity argument. The difficulties we haved overcomed are that how to
estimate the boundaries for the energy esimate and the upper bound and the lower
bound for θ. The method used here is similar to [1].
In Chapter 3, we come to the Cauchy problem. Under the assumptions that
u− ≤ u+ and s− = s+, we prove the global existence for the solution to the com-
pressible Navier-Stokes equations. Here we pull in the viscous rarefaction waves,
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ut −△um = 0, u ≤ 0 (0.1)K%T Newton }o9"
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ut − div(| ▽ um|p−2 ▽ um) + uq = 0 in QT = Ω × (0, T ) (0.3)A
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(ii)p = 2, m 6= 1,2 RN × (0, T ) vu" Newton }4o9 (0.1).
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~v 3T.0^d Navier-Stokes o9G, ρ, u, θ, P, eU/8sw.T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+ div(ρu) = 0,
∂
∂t


















= div(κgradθ) + ρF · u,
(0.8)
JU



















ρt + (ρu)x̃ = 0,
(ρu)t + (ρu




















= κθx̃x̃ + µ(uux̃)x̃.
(0.9)f%w Navier-Stokes o9l℄TG2szh~H2Ao.o%"T
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1. Cauchy M?:2u"AT CauchyF-G,	h. T Langrangianq$A (0.9)h7 
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vt − ux = 0,















T v > 0, u, θ > 0, p, e " s s&K%n#qfCbR<="s!Xji~G,"







s), e(v, θ) =
Rθ





vt − ux = 0,














































(i) Of Euler o9T Riemann F-";)℄ (shock wave) Kawashima,
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ρt + (ρu)x̃ = 0,
(ρu)t + (ρu
2 + p)x̃ = µux̃x̃
(ρ, u)(x̃, 0) = (ρ0, u0, )(x̃) → (ρ+, u+) as x̃ → +∞, t ∈ R+, x̃ ∈ (0,+∞)
u(0, t) = 0, inf
x̃∈R+
ρ > 0.fv.F-Matsumura[39]2 u+ > 0 TJ{Tf>K+Il#eT[RF2O)℄TG2?QdE\s Mei Ming[40] 2>Keh^/PTf
u+ < 0 [qF2C.℄TG2sf%to9T Navier-Stokes o9l2"_vI/P θx = 0 ) Antontsev[1] 2"_)vF2C.℄TG2sE"\UG,_QT.F-m)"℄p
1. f%to9l7T Navier-Stokes o9l Cauchy F- O θ+ 6= θ− 7
u+ < u−  f>K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ut − div(| ▽ um|p−2 ▽ um) + uq = 0 in QT = Ω × (0, T ),>:TG2sG,F2>::-D5T Borel 1b(Uf+2KT/
p,q " m >:w="+2TsSC:G,.u"T:D5 Borel 1b7
Radon 1bp>KT Cauchy F-
§1.1 OA%7u^!{ Ω  RN (N ≥ 1) Uw=H_T_):T9TjoT8-DLo9
ut − div(| ▽ um|p−2 ▽ um) + uq = 0, QT = Ω × (0, T ), (1.1.1)T>:F-A
 q ≥ 0, p > 1 m > 0. (1.1.1) 6oN}bT polypropic
filtration o9%hLYdT~4p (O/uDZ [41],[42]). ,&O m = 1 6 p-Laplacian o9O p = 2  6hz`So9AgF-TjO/uDZ [43],[44],[45].b 1.1.1. $℄ u g (1.1.1)  QT SxR3Q"





(−u∂tϕ+ | ▽ um|p−2 ▽ um ▽ ϕ+ uqϕ)dxdt = 0. (1.1.2)!℄T\G,HRflT h ∈ Cb(R) ⋂W 1,∞(R) " ϕ ∈ C∞0 (Ω ×



































Radon 1bO 1.2.1 UG2N}b uq U q > 1   (1.1.1) 2 RN × (0,∞) U",T℄




q−1 ,6I flat solution. A,℄r4Y'{Rg (1.1.1) 2 RN × (0,∞) UT%"r{m-"_℄(U2 (1.1.1) ℄T>:+w= Radon 1b:S+$N}bf℄T>:TaG,SF2o9 1.2.1 T℄T>::-D5T Borel 1b'w=H_TG, B+reg(Ω) %	%":-D5T Borel 1bl7T>$G,T\\oT, 1.1.2. /T q > m(p− 1) )	 q ≤ m(p− 1), m(p− 1) > 1, u [ (1.1.1) QT R3IEP{ y ∈ Ω,





u(x, t)dx = ∞, (1.1.4)















| ▽ um|rdxdt <∞, r ∈ (0, p− mN
mN + 1
)). (1.1.7)n\ 1.1.2 G,w\>$ R oT
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